Importance of surgical audit: postop complication of gastric cancer surgery among different units.
Comparative surgical audit is a very important issue in surgical practice. The POSSUM (Physiological and Operative Severity Score for the enumeration of Morbidity and mortality) system has been proposed as the most efficient risk adjusting tool which can be used to compare surgical outcome among different units. POSSUM was applied for risk-adjusted auditing of different units in a single hospital. In total, 357 gastric cancer patients who underwent radical resection or palliative procedures were analyzed retrospectively to evaluate predictive value of POSSUM scoring system and postop morbidity was compared among 5 different units in a single hospital. POSSUM predicted well by correct analysis; the observed to expected morbidity ratio (O:E ratio) was 1.01 for patients overall. But there were significant differences in complication rates among different units, the O: E ratio ranging from 0.7-1.63. POSSUM is a credible tool for predicting postop morbidity in gastric surgery. It provides risk-adjusted morbidity which can be compared directly. There was surprising difference in surgical outcome among different units of a single hospital, this demands more prospective researches to evaluate surgical outcome of different units. We conclude gastric cancer surgery should be performed in specialized centers.